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Abstract—Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous De-
ployment (CD) are widely used practices in modern software
engineering. Unfortunately, it is also an expensive and com-
plicated practice — setting up a CI/CD pipeline can be time-
consuming and error-prone. CI/CD pipelines at ByteDance can
be set up and modified through the user interface by dragging
each atom onto the screen to maximize its customizability.
However, these operations increase the difficulty of reuse and
version tracking. In this work, we design PIPELINEASCODE as
a CI/CD workflow management system using configuration files
to provide high portability and traceability. PIPELINEASCODE is
seamlessly integrated with the CI/CD system at ByteDance which
is named as “ByteCycle”. We also assess PIPELINEASCODE
in two dimensions to determine its strengths by addressing
two key questions: what types of pipelines developers prefer
to manage using PIPELINEASCODE, and how pipelines evolve
after the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE. The evaluation results
show that pipelines managed by PIPELINEASCODE generally
have a higher build frequency, fewer steps, a higher change
frequency, a lower success rate and a longer build duration. After
the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE, pipelines tend to have fewer
steps, a higher build frequency, a longer build duration, a higher
success rate and a higher change frequency. The results show
that PIPELINEASCODE is capable of improving the reliability
and flexibility of CI/CD pipelines and thus encourages users to
build and deploy more frequently.

Index Terms—continuous integration, continuous deployment,
software maintenance, empirical software engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous Integration (CI) is a software development prac-
tice by which developers integrate code into a shared repos-
itory several times a day [15] and Continuous Deployment
(CD) is a software development practice that works in con-
junction with CI to automate the infrastructure provisioning
and application release process [20]. At ByteDance, CI/CD
operations are completed on the platform of “ByteCycle”
where developers can set up their customized CI/CD pipelines
using different combinations of atoms (one atom is a unit
service to perform a group of related tasks, allowing ByteCycle
to integrate with other platforms) and trigger the build process
based on their own preferences. However, the setup of the
pipeline can be a very manual process, demanding numerous
clicks with the mouse: developers need to find their target
atoms in the atom market patiently, add the input of each atom
correctly, and arrange the execution order of atoms cautiously

if they want to create a pipeline from 0 to 1. This is already
time-consuming, not to mention developers may also need to
set the appropriate trigger schedule and make modifications
to the pipeline from time to time. What is even worse, if one
developer wants to create a very similar pipeline or just reuse
this pipeline in some other places, the developer will have
to repeat this process. In addition, once the changes on the
pipeline are saved, it is very difficult to rollback it to previous
versions and track the change history of this pipeline.

In this work, our goal is to automate the process of reusing
the CI/CD pipelines and to improve the pipelines’ version-
tracking ability at ByteDance. To achieve this goal, we propose
PIPELINEASCODE by taking advantage of the idea of “as
code” such as infrastructure as code [47] and utilize config-
uration files as the definitive source for maintaining CI/CD
pipelines. Once the configuration file is translated successfully,
developers have the option to copy and paste it for reuse when
setting up the pipeline. Then developers also gain the ability
to track the modification history of the pipeline by checking
the configuration file in the codebase repository. Although this
concept has been successfully implemented by other existing
tools [10], we still find it necessary to design our own system
to integrate with our unique CI / CD platform at ByteDance
and the actual performance of the idea is still unclear.

Furthermore, we provide the first empirical study to evaluate
PIPELINEASCODE to understand the specific preferences of
developers when it comes to managing them with PIPELIN-
EASCODE and examine the transformations that occur in
pipelines after the integration of PIPELINEASCODE. We an-
swer the following two research questions:

RQ1: What types of pipelines do developers prefer to manage
using PIPELINEASCODE?

RQ2: How do pipelines evolve after the adoption of PIPELIN-
EASCODE?

To answer RQ1, we compare the characteristics of the
pipelines that adopt PIPELINEASCODE with other pipelines
that do not adopt it. To answer RQ2, we compare the
characteristics of the pipelines before and after the adoption
of PIPELINEASCODE. For both research questions, we used
five metrics to measure the characteristics of pipelines: the
duration of pipeline construction, the frequency of pipeline
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to be triggered, the frequency of pipeline to be modified, the
pipeline success rate, and the number of atoms included in the
pipeline. These metrics can be used to reflect the complexity
of the pipeline and the developer behaviors on the CI/CD
pipelines.

The results of RQ1 show that pipelines managed by
PIPELINEASCODE have a higher build frequency, fewer
atoms, a higher change frequency, a lower success rate, and
a longer build duration, in general. The findings of RQ1
imply that developers may prefer to use PIPELINEASCODE on
simpler pipelines that need to be triggered and changed more
often and hope that PIPELINEASCODE can make pipeline
modifications easier and cause fewer failures. The results of
RQ2 reflect that pipelines tend to have fewer atoms, a higher
build frequency, a longer build duration, a higher success
rate and a higher change frequency after the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE. The RQ2 findings confirm the benefits of
our tool PIPELINEASCODE, which can allow developers to
build pipelines more often, reduce the possibility of bursting
the pipeline, and make pipeline modifications easier. The
findings also show that the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE
can improve the reliability of CI/CD pipelines by causing
fewer failures and flexibility through more frequent changes in
pipelines so that CI/CD users are encouraged to run pipelines
more frequently to observe failures earlier and to make more
frequent deployments.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Continuous Integration
Continuous integration (CI) is a DevOps practice [11] soft-

ware development in which developers regularly merge their
code changes into a central repository, after which automated
builds and tests are run. Continuous integration aims to solve
the problem that developers might work in isolation and check
their changes only after its full completion, resulting in time-
consuming merging and accumulated bugs without correction.
Continuous integration benefits the software development team
by improving developers’ productivity, finding and addressing
bugs earlier, and accelerating the delivery process. The best
practices of continuous integration require developers to com-
mit early and often. Well-known examples of CI services are
Jenkins1, Travis2, and CircleCI3 [22]. CI services can also
be built-in in social coding platforms such as GitHub and
GitLab [9]. In addition, big tech companies such as Google
and Facebook have their own designed continuous integration
system.

A complete CI build comprises 1) a traditional build and
compile phase, 2) a phase in which automated static analysis
tools (ASAT) are used, and 3) a testing phase, in which unit,
integration, and system tests are run [4]. In practice, the build
can include multiple jobs, and these jobs can be executed in
a parallel way. Any failure occurring in any of these three
phases can cause the build to fail, i.e., error, or fail.

1https://www.jenkins.io/
2https://travis-ci.org/
3https://circleci.com/

B. Continuous Delivery and Continuous Deployment

Continuous Delivery (CDE) is a software engineering ap-
proach in which teams continue to produce valuable software
in short cycles and ensure that the software can be reliably
released at any time [6]. Companies that practice continuous
delivery have reported great benefits, such as significant im-
provements in time to market, customer satisfaction, product
quality, release reliability, productivity and efficiency, and the
ability to build the right product through rapid experiments
[7], [40]. As best practice, continuous delivery often works
in conjunction with CI to automate the process of establishing
the infrastructure and releasing applications. After the code has
passed the phases of building and testing within the CI process,
Continuous Delivery takes the reins in the final stages to
package it with all the necessary components for deployment
in multiple environments at any given time.

Another concept similar to Continuous Delivery is Contin-
uous Deployment (CD), which refers to the automatic and
continuously deploy of the application to target environments.
What differentiates continuous deployment from continuous
delivery is a production environment (i.e., actual customers):
the goal of continuous deployment practice is to automatically
and steadily deploy every change in the production envi-
ronment [60]. Continuous deployment often involves canary
deployment for testing in the production and multiple control
plane deployments for better performance, high availability,
and high reliability.

C. ByteCycle at ByteDance

ByteCycle is an automated Research and Development
(R&D) management platform including CI/CD management
provided by ByteDance. It provides end-to-end R&D solu-
tions across requirements, research and development, testing,
releases, operations and maintenance, and measurements. In
this way, ByteCycle empowers teams to standardize Research
and Development processes and improve team collaboration
efficiency for improved Research and Development efficiency.
ByteCycle is a one-stop research and development manage-
ment platform initiated by different teams. It connects the
entire development process, from needs analysis to research,
development, construction, testing, release, operation, and
measurement, to address the issue of fragmented development
activities caused by the dispersion of supporting platforms. Its
purpose is to enhance the development experience.

The core concept of ByteCycle is pipeline, which is used
to describe the workflow of the CI/CD process, and there
are primarily two kinds of pipeline: free-style pipeline and
project pipeline. The former is managed in the different
workspaces for authorization. Freestyle pipelines are free to
modify including their atoms and trigger schedules. Project
pipelines are bound to the corresponding projects and have
more specific purposes. For example, project pipelines can be
created to deploy the application to the test environment or
run in the integration test. Project pipelines can also be used
to rollback the previous deployments that are also applied
through pipelines. Both freestyle and project pipelines have
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Fig. 1: Example pipeline in ByteCycle.

the same components: e.g., a list of atoms to be executed
in specific orders, a list of trigger conditions to describe the
trigger schedule and a list of variables to set the inputs of
atoms or convey values across atoms. The atom service of
CI/CD pipelines is introduced as a new concept in ByteCycle.
An atom is designed to complete some specific related tasks
to let ByteCycle integrate with other platforms, e.g., build the
application, deploy it to the test environment, and perform
manual confirmation. Developers can customize their own
atoms and publish the atoms to the open-atom market to be
used across the ByteCycle platform. ByteCycle pipelines also
support sub-pipelines, which means the main pipeline depends
on the sub-pipelines and will wait until the sub-pipelines
are completed and can gather some information from sub-
pipelines. This feature is also implemented by a specific atom
called the “subpipeline driver”.

Figure 1 depicts an example pipeline for deploying two
related applications in the deployment environment in ByteCy-
cle. From the screenshot, we can observe that the latest build in
the pipeline provides essential information, such as the build
number, trigger type, trigger time, and build duration. The
pipeline has three phases, and each phase includes multiple
atoms. In the first phase of “Compile and BOE deployment”,
the atom is added to run some unit tests. Following comple-
tion of the task, two subroutines operate simultaneously to
compile the two applications and deploy them into the test
environment. Then in the second phase, the integration test is
conducted based on the deployed applications in the former
phase. Finally, if the integration tests are passed and all prior
atoms are successfully executed, the last atom will deploy
the two applications into the benchmark ByteDance Offline
Environment. By clicking the atom, detailed execution output
and logs can be found at the bottom.

To better manage pipelines, ByteCycle also supports the
creation of pipelines using templates. Templates have com-
ponents similar to pipelines including atoms with execution

orders, variables, and triggers, but can be used to instantiate
multiple pipelines. Project pipelines are often bound with
templates, and when developers want to do some specific
operations like deployment to production, they can choose the
corresponding templates to generate a pipeline and complete
the tasks. PIPELINEASCODE also provides the ability to
manage templates in ByteCycle.

III. THE DESIGN OF PIPELINEASCODE

We design PIPELINEASCODE to receive a configuration file
that describes all the information required for a pipeline as in-
put and there are two main components of PIPELINEASCODE:
the facade and the engine, as shown in Figure 2. PIPELINEAS-
CODE is able to receive input configuration files from three
resources: Software Development Kit (SDK), Command Line
Interface (CLI), and Codebase at ByteDance. The SDK of
PIPELINEASCODE allows users to call the service using their
code, while the CLI provides a user interface where develop-
ers can input commands to manage pipelines of ByteCycle.
PIPELINEASCODE can also connect to the codebase so that
the pipelines can be started and the corresponding outcomes
can be monitored when developers submit the code and trigger
the codebase process on ByteDance. The facade component
of PIPELINEASCODE is a web service that receives HTTP
calls using a framework developed internally. The facade
service assumes responsibility for processing requests orig-
inating from the three aforementioned resources while also
guaranteeing the fulfillment of authentication prerequisites.
The engine component of PIPELINEASCODE is a service that
uses an RPC framework named Kitex [68]. It includes the core
business logic of PIPELINEASCODE including the connection
to the database and sending requests to ByteCycle. We will
introduce the design of the PIPELINEASCODE engine in a
more detailed way in the following subsections.
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Fig. 2: Breif design of PIPELINEASCODE.

A. Configuration File of PIPELINEASCODE

The configuration file of PIPELINEASCODE is designed in
Yaml format, while the fields are defined in protobuf [64]. The
benefit of using protobuf is that it is validated and translated
and is consistent with the coding habit of the US ByteCycle
team. Each configuration file is assigned a distinct file identi-
fier that has global uniqueness and is automatically generated
through the PIPELINEASCODE service. Consequently, should
developers aim to initiate a new pipeline, they are obliged
to invoke the PIPELINEASCODE service to obtain a new file
identifier. One configuration file is able to contain multiple
pipelines, but only one of them can be the main pipeline,
and other pipelines need to be sub-pipelines of the main
pipeline. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that each pipeline
is composed of multiple steps, wherein each individual step
corresponds to a discrete atom. The determination of the
appropriate atom to be utilized in a given step is contingent
upon the specification provided in the “uses” field of that
particular step. The step also includes the field of “dependsOn”
to reflect the dependency relationship and the execution order
of the steps: if step 1 depends on step 2, it means that step 1
needs to be executed after step 2 is completed. These pipelines
are accompanied by additional information that serves to
describe them, including triggers and the contents of variables.
PIPELINEASCODE allows pipelines to be triggered on the
basis of a git event or schedule. Lastly, another attribute,
called the “workspace label”, is used to indicate the specific
workspace within which the pipeline will be instantiated.

An example of the configuration pipeline is shown in
Listing 1. It is a simpler version of the pipeline introduced
in Figure 1 that involves only the deployment of one software
application rather than two software applications. From the
example configuration file, we can find that the id is listed
on the top and it only includes one pipeline. The pipeline,
called “pac cd”, encompasses a series of five distinct steps.
The initial step initiates a shell and executes the specified
commands to perform unit tests. Subsequently, the second

step depends on the completion of the first step and proceeds
to compile the software, taking into account the provided
repository name and branch. Once the second step is finalized,
the third step becomes viable, allowing the deployment of the
package compiled from Step 2 into the testing environment.
In Step 4, a separate shell is generated to perform integration
testing. Finally, after the successful completion of all previous
steps, the last step is triggered to deploy the compiled package
from Step 2 to the benchmark environment. In addition, the
trigger information is also listed in the configuration file: This
specifies that this pipeline will be triggered when there are git
merge events on the target branch of the target repository.

Listing 1: Configuration file example
id: p1b9a16a02eb
pipelines:
- id: pac_cd_4613549
isMain: true
name: pac cd
steps:
- dependsOn:
- ’-’
id: devops_shell-7850e8
input:
run_context: |-
go-byteview test -gcflags="all=-l -N"

$(go list ./... | grep -v /dal)
echo "byteview done"

timeout: 1200
name: Engine Unit Test
uses: bytecycle/devops_shell

- dependsOn:
- devops_shell-7850e8
id: scm_compile_beta-cca0f4
input:
scm_configs:
- pub_base: branch_base
revision: master
scm_repo_name: canal/pac/engine

name: SCM engine offline compilation
uses: bytecycle/scm_compile

- dependsOn:
- scm_compile_beta-cca0f4
id: boe_create_env-3d5178
input:
env_name: pac_staging
host_type: docker
keep_days: 15
psm_list:
- canal.pac.engine

name: Deploy engine to BOE feature lane
uses: bytecycle/boe_deploy

- dependsOn:
- boe_create_env-3d5178
id: devops_shell-a99bcd
input:
run_context: |-
go-byteview test ./integration_test

timeout: 1200
name: Integration Test
uses: bytecycle/devops_shell

- dependsOn:
- devops_shell-a99bcd
id: boe_create_env-9196c7
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input:
psm_list:
- canal.pac.engine
- canal.pac.facade

name: Upgrade facade and engine in BOE
prod lane

uses: bytecycle/boe_deploy
triggers:
- git:

change:
events:
- GIT_MR_EVENT_MERGE
repository: canal/pipeline_as_code
targetBranch: master

workspaceLabel: bytecycle_pac

B. PIPELINEASCODE Engine Service

As the core service of PIPELINEASCODE, the engine ser-
vice is an RPC service that functions as a mediator for process-
ing requests originating from the facade service. It is respon-
sible for translating these requests into the appropriate format,
subsequently persisting them into a database, and invoking
the ByteCycle APIs using a translated configuration file. The
database we select for PIPELINEASCODE is an internally de-
veloped database based on MongoDB [3]. MongoDB is chosen
as the preferred database solution due to its inherent flexibility
and efficient querying capabilities. In particular, the absence of
rigid relationships among files enables each file to be treated
as an independent record within the database. Engine service
offers a diverse set of functionalities to facilitate interaction
with ByteCycle. Developers have the ability to create pipelines
and subsequently initiate their execution. Moreover, devel-
opers can convert existing pipelines into configuration files
and remove pipelines by specifying the corresponding file
identifier. Furthermore, PIPELINEASCODE also provides some
abilities for developers to manage templates, e.g., create, delete
templates, and bind the templates to projects. An additional
crucial component within the engine service is the parser.
This element plays an indispensable role in facilitating the
conversion of configuration files to accommodate the different
formats required for the PIPELINEASCODE engine, database
and ByteCycle server.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

In this section, we discuss how we collect the data set
and what metrics we use to evaluate PIPELINEASCODE, and
introduce the details of the evaluation process.

A. Data Set

We perform our study over the dataset which includes all
pipelines managed by PIPELINEASCODE. The pipeline ids of
the pipelines can be found in the database of PIPELINEAS-
CODE in the field of “bc pipeline id”. The database includes
2731 pieces of records, which means that 2731 configuration
files have been created through PIPELINEASCODE. Out of
the 2731 records we have, 1779 are pipeline configuration
files and the rest are template configuration files. We did
not include template configuration files in the evaluation

experiments because templates cannot be executed and have a
very similar structure to pipelines. Sometimes, more than one
configuration file is used to manage the same pipeline. After
we remove these duplicates, we are left with 452 different
pipelines which are currently managed by PIPELINEASCODE.
The initial data entry was generated on 20 October 2022.
The selected temporal interval for this study was one year,
indicating that all data was produced prior to October 20, 2023.
We collect the information of pipeline id, build number, build
status, create time, update time, and the step graph for each
pipeline.

In an effort to understand the types of pipelines more
inclined to utilize PIPELINEASCODE, we additionally collect
data on pipelines not regulated by PIPELINEASCODE from
ByteCycle. We executed a random selection of 452 pipelines
(the same amount of pipelines as in the previous paragraph)
that were instantiated within an identical time frame when the
452 pipelines managed by PIPELINEASCODE were formed.
We also perform a filter process that excludes all pipelines
that are only created and never triggered to build. The cor-
responding information from these non-PIPELINEASCODE-
managed pipelines has been collected to be examined. We
provide multiple statistics about the projects studied in Table I.
Pipelines managed by PIPELINEASCODE have a total of
14546 builds, and all these builds are triggered between Octo-
ber 2022 and October 2023, while pipelines not managed by
PIPELINEASCODE have a smaller number of builds (13167)
and the builds have a similar time span of creation.

B. Metrics

To understand what pipelines adopt PIPELINEASCODE
and how pipelines have changed after the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE, we measured five metrics in this eval-
uation: Success Rate, Build Frequency, Change Frequency,
Build Duration, and Step Number. We measured each of these
metrics across all builds of a pipeline. Then we plot the result
of each metric in a box plot, where each box represents the
distribution of values for all the studied pipelines.

Success Rate is the proportion of successful builds among
all builds. This metric measures how reliable and efficient the
pipeline is. It also reflects the benefit of CI to detect errors at an
earlier stage. If a pipeline has a higher success rate after the
adoption of PIPELINEASCODE, it means that PIPELINEAS-
CODE may be able to reduce the failures of pipeline builds
and improve the efficiency of artifact deployment.

Build Frequency is measured as the daily frequency of
triggered builds. This metric measures the active level of the
pipeline and the ability of the pipeline to detect failures at an
early stage. If a pipeline has a higher build frequency after the
adoption of PIPELINEASCODE, it means that the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE may encourage developers to build more
often, allowing them to find faults in advance. If pipelines
with higher build frequency prefer to use PIPELINEASCODE,
it may suggest that PIPELINEASCODE offers certain benefits
that are particularly advantageous for pipelines where frequent
updates, modifications, or other activities are taking place.
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TABLE I: Characteristics of the studied pipelines.

Pipeline Type # pipelines # builds Earliest Creation Time Latest Creation Time
Pipelines managed by PIPELINEASCODE 452 14546 20-Oct-22 20-Oct-22
Pipelines not managed by PIPELINEASCODE 452 13167 23-Oct-23 18-Oct-23

Change Frequency is measured as the proportion of builds
where the pipeline is changed among all builds. For example,
if one pipeline is triggered four times and its composition is
changed only once in this period, the value of this metric
will be 0.25. The frequency of pipeline modification repre-
sents an empirical measure of the flexibility of a pipeline.
If pipelines characterized by a higher rate of changes prefer
to use PIPELINEASCODE, it could indicate the advantages
of PIPELINEASCODE to make changes easier in pipelines.
This can also be confirmed if the pipeline is modified more
frequently after the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE.

Build Duration is measured as how long it takes to execute
each build in seconds. It can partially reflect the complexity
of the pipeline. Pipelines with longer duration may want to
use PIPELINEASCODE because it can provide high reliability
to these complex pipelines and ensure that it does not need
to be rerun and takes extra time. If a pipeline takes a longer
duration after adopting PIPELINEASCODE, it may reflect that
developers tend to add more time-consuming atoms to the
pipeline.

Step Number is the number of steps that are included in the
pipeline when the build is triggered. We use the median value
of the step number across builds to represent the pipeline step
number. This metric can be used to represent the complexity
of the pipeline. If the pipeline tends to have more steps after
the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE, then it may indicate that
PIPELINEASCODE provides developers with more convenient
ways to edit the pipelines to make it more complicated. It may
also suggest that the PIPELINEASCODE configuration files are
easy to understand and modify if pipelines with more steps
prefer to adopt the tool.

C. Evaluation Process
To answer RQ1, we calculated the value of each feature

for each pipeline and plot the result in a box plot. Each box
includes all values for every studied pipeline. We compared
the box generated from all pipelines that are managed by
PIPELINEASCODE and all pipelines that have not adopted
PIPELINEASCODE. We tested our results for statistical sig-
nificance with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Mann-Whitney U
test) because the samples are not paired, and decided statistical
significance for p < 0.05.

To answer RQ2, we followed a similar process as RQ1,
but only considered pipelines that adopt PIPELINEASCODE
and split the builds of each pipeline into two parts: before
the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE and after the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE based on the first build that was triggered
by PIPELINEASCODE. We also drew box plots as the prior ex-
periment, and each box has the values for all studied pipelines.
In this experiment, the samples are related and paired because
each data point pair represents the same pipeline in different

time periods, so we used Wilcoxon signed-rank test for statis-
tical significance test and also decided statistical significance
for p < 0.05.

V. RESULTS

A. RQ1: What types of pipelines do developers prefer to
manage using PIPELINEASCODE?

The results of RQ1 are plotted in Figure 3. This figure
shows the median value for each metric in all pipelines studied.
The Y axis is the evaluation metric, and each box contains
the result of all pipelines. The X axis has the meaning of
pipelines managed vs. not managed by PIPELINEASCODE. We
make a few observations from our results. First, the pipelines
managed by PIPELINEASCODE have a success rate with a
median value of 40%, a build frequency with a median value
of 0.94, a change frequency with a median value of 0.05,
a build duration with a median value of 494 seconds and a
step number with a median value of 7. This shows that these
pipelines are generally rarely changed. Observing pipelines
that have not been managed by PIPELINEASCODE, we can
find that the data from these pipelines show a median success
rate of 51%, a median build frequency of 0.34, a median
change frequency of 0.02, a median build duration of 482.5
seconds and a median step count of 12. These observations
show that ByteCycle pipelines are also rarely modified and a
pipeline has a median value of 12 steps or atoms, making it
relatively complex.

By comparing the characteristics of the pipelines managed
and not managed by PIPELINEASCODE using the five metrics,
we can observe that the pipelines managed by PIPELIN-
EASCODE have a higher build frequency, a higher change
frequency and a longer build duration, while the pipelines not
managed by PIPELINEASCODE have more steps and a higher
success rate. These differences were statistically significant
(p < 0.05). We posit that developers may prefer to apply
PIPELINEASCODE to those pipelines that are often required
to build and change, are generally less complicated and are
more likely to break. We think this may be because PIPELIN-
EASCODE is capable of making pipeline modifications simply
by editing the configuration files and PIPELINEASCODE can
trigger the pipeline in a more convenient way because it ac-
cepts multiple input resources. However, those more complex
pipelines are less likely to adopt PIPELINEASCODE because
too many steps can make the configuration file too long to read
and comprehend, especially compared to the visualization user
interfaces.

B. RQ2: How do pipelines evolve after adopting PIPELIN-
EASCODE?

Our analysis of RQ2 is presented in Figure 4, which
contains the values for each metric of the pipelines studied.
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Fig. 3: Characteristics of pipelines with vs. without PIPELINEASCODE

The Y-axis represents the evaluation metric, and each box
contains the data for all pipelines. The X-axis distinguishes the
pipelines before the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE compared
to the same pipelines after the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE.
On the basis of the results, we can make a few observations.
First, pipelines before adopting PIPELINEASCODE have a suc-
cess rate with a median value of 20%, a build frequency with a
median value of 0.83, a change frequency with a median value
of 0.02, a build duration with a median value of 210 seconds
and a step number with a median value of 7.5. After the
adoption of PIPELINEASCODE, the median change frequency
of pipelines increases to 0.66, the median build frequency
increases to 0.95, the median build duration increases to 531
seconds, and the median success rate increases to 45%. These
differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05). Therefore,
we depict that the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE may be
able to promote ByteCycle pipeline reliability by reducing the
number of failed builds.

As the major benefit of continuous deployment lies mainly
in the faster delivery of features, quality and customer sat-
isfaction [50], PIPELINEASCODE can maximize the benefit
because it improves the reliability of the pipelines so that the
pipelines can deliver quality software to end users on time.
Furthermore, we also find that adopting PIPELINEASCODE
allows pipelines to be triggered more frequently. This is
also beneficial because more frequent builds obey the best
practice of Continuous Integration and Deployment. Thanks
to the increasing build frequency, CI/CD users can identify
errors at an earlier stage, preventing them from becoming
too significant to resolve. Additionally, we can also observe
that the frequency of change in pipelines also increases with
the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE. This may reflect that
PIPELINEASCODE can promote the flexibility of the CI/CD
pipelines because users are more willing to adjust the pipelines

based on demands or preferences. The increasing flexibility
of pipelines can ensure that the pipeline is up-to-date and
performs testing and deployment on the basis of the latest
needs. In addition, the duration of pipelines has also been
increasing since the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE. This may
be because users recently changed some steps that are more
time-consuming or because the builds are more frequent,
which requires CI/CD users to do some manual operations
on the pipelines more often. Users may want to explore the
reason for the longer duration to maintain the high efficiency
of the pipelines. The last trend that we observe in Figure 4 is
that pipelines tend to have fewer steps after the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE. This might suggest that CI/CD users may
find it less convenient to use configuration files to manage
pipelines with a long list of steps because it is hard to
clearly understand the execution order of the steps without
visualization. This may also imply that one main bottleneck
of applying the idea of “as code” practice is that it requires
more knowledge transfer and the configuration files are less
accessible compared to user interfaces.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the challenges encountered and
lessons learned during the process of designing PIPELINEAS-
CODE and achieving its standards to meet user requirements.
We also discuss the forthcoming challenges that need to be
addressed in the system.

A. Lesson Learned

The first thing we learned about is the trade-off between
using configuration files and the user interface when describing
CI/CD pipelines. The trade-off lies in the aspects of flexibility,
transparency, history tracking, and ease of use. The user
interface is generally more intuitive and user-friendly. It is
able to provide a visualization for each pipeline, and the
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Fig. 4: Characteristics of pipelines before vs. after adopting PIPELINEASCODE

changes will have an immediate impact. Users can clearly
understand the structure of the pipeline and easily query the
status. However, user interfaces also limit the ability of porting
pipelines, and it is hard to track the change history and realize
the version control on user interfaces. On the other hand,
configuration files enable easier pipeline replication and it is
convenient to win the version control by checking the file into
codebase repository. Configuration files can also provide users
with a better flexibility to make modifications to the pipelines.
These were the motivations of PIPELINEASCODE. However,
there are also drawbacks of using configuration files because
they are difficult to understand without background knowledge
and difficult to find the error when editing the file, resulting
in a trade-off between user interfaces and “as code” practices.

Another lesson we learned during the design of PIPELIN-
EASCODE is how to overcome the security issue. PIPELIN-
EASCODE faces both the issues of authorization and authen-
tication: the system must identify the input creator and also
decide what permission the creator should have. To address
this, the PIPELINEASCODE command line interface takes
advantage of ByteDance Single Sign On system that requires
users to log in through QR code when using the tool, and
their information will be cached for a specific period of time.
When sending requests to the PIPELINEASCODE service, the
user’s JSON Web Token will be packaged as well for the
authorization requirement from ByteCycle. Other lessons we
learned include the input diversity requirement, the trade-off
between Protobuf and JSON, and the appropriate selection of
databases.

B. Forthcoming Challenges

One challenge that must be overcome is how to detect errors
when editing configuration files. As mentioned in §VI-A,
it is hard to find the error when editing the configuration
file. Currently, the integrated development environment (IDE)

cannot detect errors when modifying the PIPELINEASCODE
configuration files, as the user interface can. Therefore, future
plugins can be developed to support the detection of typos
and incorrect input in the configuration files. This also raised
another challenge to locate the bug in the configuration file and
the automatic fix suggestion given the log of a broken build.
Although the existing work [25] aims to repair the build scripts
automatically, the evaluation results still suggest that these
tools can only fix a small proportion of failures with limited
accuracy and have not been used in industrial scenarios.

Another forthcoming challenge that requires to be solved
is how to simplify the configuration files as much as possible
so that it saves users’ effort when doing knowledge transfer.
Our PIPELINEASCODE is designed to simplify the input of
those steps by removing the unnecessary fields, however, those
inputs still look very complicated and this has greatly restricted
the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE. From §V, we can also find
that pipelines with less complex structures are more likely
to use PIPELINEASCODE for management, and after users
become familiar with the tool, the number of steps in the
pipelines starts to increase. Therefore, the development of tools
that are able to shorten the input length of the steps or auto-fill
the configurations is motivated. Another challenge is related
to how to keep the uniqueness of the source of truth as it can
come from multiple resources such as configuration files and
user interface. Other challenges to be addressed include strong
dependency issues of PIPELINEASCODE on other platforms,
making it difficult to be resolved to other places.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

A. Internal Validity

To guard internal validity, we collected all pipelines man-
aged by PIPELINEASCODE and all pipelines have at least one
build. Our analysis could also be influenced by uncompleted
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information in our analyzed dataset because we randomly
select a subset of pipelines in the ByteCycle database. For
this, we guaranteed a random selection process and performed
a filter process to exclude all pipelines that have no build
history. To ensure that we compare things accurately and fairly
over time, we kept the same number of pipelines managed by
PIPELINEASCODE as those not managed by it. We also made
sure that these pipelines were created at the same time as when
we started using PIPELINEASCODE. This ensures that the data
is up-to-date.

The analysis of the success rate may also influence the
proportion of builds whose status is “pending”. The “pending”
status indicates that the build is currently being held and re-
quires some manual confirmation from the users. These builds
may eventually become successful if users operate correctly on
them. We did not count builds with such a status as successful
builds because the pending duration in the collected data set
has exceeded one day, and thus we consider these builds
broken. Our results may also be affected by flaky tests that
cause spurious failure builds. However, CI/CD systems are
expected to function even in the presence of flaky tests, since
most companies do not consider it economically viable to
remove them e.g., [43], [46]. Our observed pipeline runtimes
may have been influenced by the load experienced in the build
server at the time. However, we consider this potential impact
to be very low and it may influence all pipelines, regardless
of whether they have or have not adopted PIPELINEASCODE.
Another factor that may influence the findings is the logical
inferences and conclusions drawn from the research results.
However, our evaluation process controlled the variables by
comparing the same pipeline before vs. after the adoption of
PIPELINEASCODE and the results are statistically significant.

B. External Validity

To increase external validity, we selected all pipelines
that were included in the PIPELINEASCODE database and
randomly collected the same number of pipelines from the
ByteCycle database after a filtering process. The pipelines we
chose were mostly using Golang because Golang is the domi-
nant programming language used at ByteDance. Although this
programming language is widely used, different CI habits in
other languages may provide slightly different results from
those in this study. Our observations may slightly vary for
separate software projects, but our goal was to derive general
observations for a real-world population of software projects.
Given that the pipelines we collected were all from industrial
areas, the results may not be always applicable to some smaller
open-source projects.

C. Construct Validity

A threat to the validity of the construct is whether we
studied software projects that are similar to those in the real
world. However, we randomly selected the pipelines from the
database, and all the projects selected were industrial projects,
which can ensure that they have similar characteristics to
other real-world projects. Another threat to construct validity is

whether the metrics measured are able to reflect the reliability
and flexibility of CI/CD pipelines. However, existing work [6],
[28] has determined that the benefit of the CI / CD process
includes early failure detection and a faster deployment pace
and that the failure of the builds can negatively influence the
reliability of the process negatively. In this paper, we also
use the change frequency to represent the flexibility of the
pipelines because more frequent modifications on the pipeline
can ensure that the pipeline meets the latest requirements of
the projects and gets adjusted timely. We also used the build
duration and the number of steps to represent the complexity
of the pipeline, as many existing works did [19], [24], [32].

To answer RQ1, each data point in the box plot is from
different pipelines and is not paired with each other. Therefore,
we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Mann-Whitney U test)
for the statistical significance test. On the other hand, each data
point in the box plot to answer RQ2 is paired with each other
because they refer to the characteristics of the same pipelines
before and after the adoption of PIPELINEASCODE. Thus, we
selected the Wilcoxon signed-rank test as the method of the
statistical significance test.

VIII. RELATED WORK

A. Empirical Studies of CI/CD with Cost and Benefit

Multiple researchers focused on understanding the practice
of CI, studying both practitioners e.g., [28] and software
repositories [66]. Vasilescu et al. studied CI as a social coding
tool [65], and later studied its impact on software quality and
productivity [66]. Zhao et al. studied the impact of CI in other
development practices, such as bug fixing and testing [74].
Stahl et al. [62] and Hilton et al. [28] studied the benefits
and costs of using CI and the trade-offs between them [27].
Lepannen et al. studied the costs and benefits of continuous
delivery in a similar way [40]. Felidré et al. [14] studied the
adherence of projects to the original CI rules [15]. Other recent
studies analyzed testing practices [18], difficulties [51], and
pain points [69] in CI. The high cost of running builds is
highlighted by many empirical studies as an important problem
in CI [26], [28], [27], [51], [69]. People [27], [66] believe that
the benefit of CI lies mainly in early fault detection. Others
[28], [40] find that projects adopting CI are able to adopt
pull requests and release in a shorter time. Some also find
that CI can help the developer team in other areas, such as
providing a common building environment [27] and increasing
team communication [62].

Other researchers worked to explain why CDE is adopted
and report the huge benefits and challenges involved [6]. Chen
et al. presented strategies to help overcome the challenges of
CDE [7] and Virmani et al. also explained how to bridge
the gap of CDE to promote the adoption [67]. Savor et
al. explained how CD has been achieved at Facebook [58].
Existing work [8] also examined the challenges faced by
organizations when adopting CD, as well as strategies to
mitigate these challenges. Yang et al. explored two types of
workflow in CD including Docker Hub auto-builds Workflows
and CI-based Workflows [73]. Other works also explained the
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difference between CD and CDE and their own approaches
and challenges [59], [60].

B. Approaches to Improve CI/CD

A related effort to improve CI aims at speeding up its
feedback by prioritizing its tasks. The most common approach
in this direction is to apply test case prioritization (TCP)
techniques e.g., [12], [13], [42], [44], [49], [57], [76] so that
builds fail faster. These techniques, although not designed to
work in a CI environment, have been claimed to have the
potential to provide CI users with earlier fault observation.
Another similar approach achieves faster feedback by priori-
tizing builds instead of tests [41]. A popular effort to reduce
the cost of CI focuses on understanding what causes long build
durations e.g., [19], [63]. Thus, most of the approaches that
reduce the cost of CI aim at making builds faster by running
fewer test cases on each build. It is found that a lot of passing
tests could be saved in this way [39].

Some approaches use historical test failures to select tests
[13], [26]. Others run tests with a small distance to code
changes [45] or skip testing unchanged modules [61]. Re-
cently, Machalica et al. predicted test case failures using a
machine learning classifier [43]. These techniques are based
on the broader field of regression test selection (RTS) e.g.,
[21], [55], [56], [70], [71], [72], [75]. While these techniques
focus on making every build cheaper, other work addresses the
cost of CI differently: by reducing the total number of builds
that get executed. A related recent technique saves cost in CI
by not building when builds only include non-code changes
[1], [2]. They first create a rule-based selection technique
and then take advantage of the machine learning algorithm to
improve the accuracy. Then Jin and Servant propose multiple
build selection tools to reduce computational cost [29], [30],
[32], [35], [36]. They also design an evaluation across all CI-
improving techniques to compare their own benefits [33], [34].

Finally, other complementary efforts to reduce build dura-
tion have targeted speeding up the compilation process e.g.,
[5] or the initiation of testing machines e.g., [17]. Regarding
improving CD, Gallaba et al. explore ways to improve the
robustness and efficiency of CD processes [16]. Also, existing
work aims to aid product teams in improving their deployment
process through characterizing experimentation in CD [37].
Our work targets improving CI/CD workflows by improving
their flexibility and reliability so that CI/CD users are able to
build more often to detect failures earlier and deploy more
often to release their applications.

C. Infrastructure as Code

Infrastructure as Code (IaC) has been popular as automation
technologies [48]. Four topics studied in IaC-related publica-
tions are identified by existing work [53]: (i) framework/tool
for infrastructure as code; (ii) use of infrastructure as code;
(iii) empirical study related to infrastructure as code; and (iv)
testing in infrastructure as code. Guerriero et al. explore the
adoption, support and challenges of IaC and highlight the
need for more research in the field: The support provided by

currently available tools is still limited, and developers feel the
need for novel techniques to test and maintain IaC code [23].
Other existing work focuses on helping practitioners improve
the quality of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts by identifying
development activities related to defective IaC scripts [52]
and avoiding insecure coding practices while developing IaC
scripts through an empirical study of security smells in IaC
scripts [54].

As another “as code” practice similar to Infrastructure as
Code, pipeline as code is introduced as a challenge for many
software engineering teams as it requires the use of many
tools and processes that all work together [38]. Existing work
introduces how a pipeline is written outside the Jenkins UI in
a file which refers to the process of pipeline as code and the
advantages of it including creating multiple pipelines using
one configuration file, conducting code review on the configu-
ration file and using version control system to keep track of its
change history [10]. Our PIPELINEASCODE tool is designed
based on the unique context of developing environment at
ByteDance and it also has some differences between what
is done in Jenkins: we allow freestyle atoms from public
atom markets and implement a more strict rule that each
configuration can only be bound with one main pipeline. We
also propose the first evaluation on pipeline as code tools to
reflect its benefits in improving the flexibility and reliability
of CI/CD pipeline system.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we introduced how Continuous Integration
and Continuous Deployment pipelines work on the ByteCycle
platform at ByteDance. We also introduced our design of
PIPELINEASCODE, a CI/CD workflow management system
through configuration files. We performed two evaluation
experiments on PIPELINEASCODE to understand the charac-
teristics of the pipelines to adopt them and their influence
on the pipelines. We compared the results of the pipelines
with vs. without PIPELINEASCODE and the pipelines before
vs. after adopting PIPELINEASCODE on five metrics in both
experiments. We derived many observations from the evalu-
ation, which we then synthesized to understand the benefits
and potential limitations of adopting PIPELINEASCODE on
the CI / CD pipelines. We observed that PIPELINEASCODE is
capable of improving the reliability and flexibility of pipelines
and increasing the build frequency to maximize the ability to
detect failures at an early stage. Our findings can shed light
on the design of future tools. Finally, we discuss what we had
learned during the design of PIPELINEASCODE and the gap
between the initial design and how developers would like to
use the tool. We also provided a set of challenges or pain
points that may require future work to address. We lay out
plans to simplify the construction of the configuration files to
enhance their flexibility and practicality. In the future, we will
work on smart pipeline generation, auto-code completion of
the configuration files (such optimization decisions may have
hidden costs [31]), and the fault localization of build failures
caused by the incorrect input of the configuration files.
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